24th September

24th September is celebrated as NSS day in each year. It is a core programme of the college and is celebrated by the volunteers of the NSS units along with other students of the college. The Institution has 3 NSS units and 3 NSS co-coordinators who relentlessly worked for the motto “Not Me but You”. They arrange seminars, drama etc to celebrate NSS day. NSS Volunteers are the backbone of the Institution and dedicated towards society. On the day, usually after the college programme is over; they march to the locality for cleaning programme or different kind of awareness programme. Local Panchayat and other local members of the body, nearby school teachers join hands with the programme initiated by the NSS Volunteers.

Pre-Puja Celebration(October)

The students of Mugberia Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya observe Pre-Puja celebration on the day just before holiday starts. The celebration usually observed in October (In the Hindu calendar, the month of Ashvin). Students union of this college arranges cultural programmes to welcome the goddess Durga to this earth and marking Durga’s advent in her battle against evil.

1st December

1st December of each Year the NSS and NCC units of the college celebrate AIDS awareness campaign. They usually moved to the local market area and nearby villages with placard and perform a street corner to inform the villagers about misconception about AIDS. They perform dance and drama inside the college too.
Ramanujan Birthday Celebration (December)

The all time great Mathematician Ramanujan’s birthday is celebrated by the mathematics department each year in December by arranging memorial lectures, quiz and essay writings.

12th January

Swami Vivekananda’s birthday as well as Yuva Divas is celebrated each year on 12th January. In the morning, students of different streams assemble in the main ground and show their respect to this great Hindu Monk. The programme starts with processions and then followed by speeches, recitations, music, etc.
23rd January

Each year the birthday of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose is celebrated inside the college campus by the NCC and NSS Volunteers with lots of enthusiasm and respect. They are assembling in the campus and perform various acts including speeches and drama.

26th January

Each year Mugberia college celebrates Republic Day on 26th January. Students’ teachers and other stakeholders assemble in the ground and join hands for solidarity. Principal and other distinguish members of the GB deliver their speeches on the importance of Republic Day in front of the students.

21st February

21st February is known as the International Mother language Day. The institution, in each year observe the day through various cultural programmes. Usually a distinguish speaker is invited to deliver a speech on the importance of the day. Both the department of Music and Bengali initiated the programme followed by songs and dance by the students and teachers of the college.
28th February

National Science Day on 28th February is celebrated in this college to mark the discovery of Raman Effect by the great scientist CV Raman. Science Departments of this college organizes various programmes includes seminar lectures, Quiz, Debate, Poster Presentation etc.

31st March

In each year, 31st march is being celebrated as the Teaching and Non-teaching get-together day. The teaching and non-teaching members of the college participate in this occasion and perform according to their talent.

7th May

Kabiguru Rabindranath’s birthday on 7th May is celebrated by the Bengali Department each year. Students of the department and faculty members assembled in the hall to celebrate the birthday of this great poet. They perform dance, recite Kabiguru Rabindranath Tagore’s famous poems and shows respect for him.
**APC Ray Birthday Celebration (August)**

Under the aegis of Research Cell, Mugberia Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya organize APC Ray Memorial Lecture every year in August to commemorate the birthday of the great Scientist Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray. Many known scientists visited this college as speaker. This programme is very popular among the students because these interactive seminars help them to understand recent development in research and also they got the opportunity to present posters in front of these distinguished speakers.
**International Yoga Day (21st June)**

Since 2015, Mugberia Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya celebrates Yoga Day on 21st June every year. Teachers and students participated in the celebration and learn a holistic approach to health and well-being.

**15th August**

India’s Independence Day is celebrated each year by hoisting India’s national flag in front of the students, teachers and the villagers. In the early morning, the students, teachers and stakeholders assemble in the ground to observe India’s Independence Day. They show their respect to the nation and national integrity. Drums and other musical instruments are use in the procession and in the assembly. The Principal, GB members and teachers usually deliver a short speech.
5th September

In each year 5th September is being celebrated as teachers’ day by the students of the college. Students union too celebrates teachers’ day to commemorate the birthday of the great philosopher and 2nd President of India, Dr. S. Radhakrishnan. Students of different departments also celebrate teachers’ day in their department to show respects to their teachers.